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What is a heat map?
Track a person’s eyes while they read one 
webpage to capture eye movements and 
fixation
Combine multiple individuals to reveal 
patterns that apply to most of the population
Present results visually





http://www.poynter.org/content/resource_popup_view.asp?id=27204







Why heat maps?
The effectiveness of User Testing and 
Document-Based Inspection is significantly 
better than Expert Inspection1

How people use their eyes is an important 
indicator of what people think about things, 
what they like and dislike, where they 
succeed and how they fail when using 
websites2

Identifies areas where user is expecting a link 
and areas not used1Bach, C and Scapin, DL. Comparing inspections and user testing for the evaluation of virtual environments, 

International journal of human-computer interaction, 26(8), 786-824
2Johnson, C. How accurate is eye tracking? 
http://www.poynterextra.org/eyetrack2004/accuracy.htmhttp://www.poynterextra.org/eyetrack2004/accuracy.htm



One tool among many
Does not tell whole story of visual interaction
Measures where people look but not why
Other techniques:

heuristic evaluation
cognitive walkthrough
observing users using the finished product
think aloud protocols



Results of other studies
When more choices are available on a 
homepage, people still tend to consume the 
top portion of the first page1

On homepages, top navigation captures 
more views than left or right navigation1

Users look at top of ranked recommendations 
whereas users viewed more recommended 
items when the list is organised2

1Choros K., Muskala, M. Block map technique for the usability evaluation of a website. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 
2009, Volume 5796/2009, 743-751, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-04441-0_65 
2Chen, L, Pu, P. Eye-tracking study of user behavior in recommender interfaces. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 2010, 
Volume 6075/2010, 375-380, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-13470-8_35 

http://www.springerlink.com/content/0302-9743/
http://www.springerlink.com/content/0302-9743/


Primo2







Implications for Primo3









Thank you

Questions?

t.ruthven@unsw.edu.au
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